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When entering in a University, the student that searches for the ExactSciences area comes across the Calculus subject, right in the first
semester. They learn that this discipline will follow them until the end of
the course and discover the beauty and the number of possible applications.
In Calculus, the student will learn that the derivative concept, associated
with a reason (or an inclination), and the integral concept, associated with
an area, merge themselves in the famous Fundamental Theorem of Calculus.
When completing this subject, the student will find two others that, at first,
may form the base to step into other methodologies, for example, the various
integral transforms and their applications.
Therefore, it is worth highlighting, first the differential equations; after
all, due to the broad spectrum of applications, it is a game-changer to those
who will face a discipline of analysis more targeted to the Mathematics,
Applied Mathematics and Physics students, because the others dont have
this requirement in their curriculums.
On the other hand, the subject of Complex Variables (or Analytical Func-
tions) provides the student, among others, an elegant manner of recovering
results, in particular involving real integrals calculated through the complex
plan, as well as the powerful Residue Theorem with its memorable impor-
tance in the calculus of inverse transforms.
In general, this material, calculus, differential equations and analytical
functions, are covered in the first four semesters, in other words, two of
a four or five years of duration course. It is believed that what is coming
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ahead is part of a possible complement of its formation depending on the
particular course choice.
Used to be in the Calculus discipline that multiple questions, elaborated
by High School students, are fully understood, for example: What is it for?
Where will I use it? Because, in general, after the concept of limit, those
questions can be discussed with more property. Its noteworthy that the
derivative concept could be introduced in High School, immediately after
the concept of Functions, for example, as a growth/degrowth population
tax, something palatable for the student of this period.
Lets return to higher education, precisely in the exact sciences courses,
where the Calculus discipline makes a presence since the beginning of the
course. A frequently asked question: Why isn’t there a non-integer order
derivative, a half order derivative, for example? Its worth mentioning this
kind of questioning by the student because it emerges naturally when discus-
sing Abels integral equation by the Laplaces transform and that, for many
researchers, results in the first application of the called arbitrary order cal-
culation, or non-integer order calculation, popularly nicknamed Fractional
Calculus.
The problem of nonlocality emerges naturally in the non-integer order
calculation. While in the integer-order calculus, as proposed independently
by Newton and Leibniz, the derivative is calculated in a point, the non-
integer order derivative brings with itself all the past, in particular, we say
that it contains the memory term, that is, one nonlocal problem. The
nonlocality is a characteristic of non-integer order calculations and, without
it; the derivative is just a multiple of an integer-order derivative. Another
characteristic of a particular integer-order derivative is the intriguing fact of
not showing the null value to the constant derivative. These two factors, the
nonlocality and the constant derivative, by themselves, make your study, at
least, challenging and, with no doubt, it is the propelling spring for a student
to join the “fractional community”.
Thus, we’ll divide the theme into two research lines, namely: the purely
mathematical study where, for example, emerges naturally the study of a
class of functions, the so-called Mittag-Leffler functions that arent a parti-
cular case of the hypergeometric functions. Those functions are a particular
case of the Fox functions, from the Mellin-Barness representations type,
where the complex plan performs an important role.
On the other hand, we mention the applications where, in the case of
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differential non-integer order equations, linear, integral transforms, play an
important role, because they reflect the classical manner to approach such
equations. It is in this sense that the formulation of endless derivatives
begins, among them, beyond the classified as classics, the formulations of
Riemann-Liouville, Grünwald-Letnikov and Caputo; those with non-singular
core which we mentioned just the first one, the formulation of Caputo-
Fabrizio, as well as many others that sometimes change the nucleus, some-
times introduce a special function, until the most general form, the non-
integer order derivative of a function about correlating another function,
among them, we mention the formulation of the derivatives ψ-Hilfer, re-
cently introduced.
We believe that these two research lines already constituted in enough
motivating material to the entering of a student in the “fractional com-
munity”, but as if that wasn’t enough, there are multiple opened problems
that by themselves constitute in proper research lines, just to mention: the
geometrical interpretation or fractional derivative physics, as well as the
study of anomalous diffusion, where the student will come across differen-
tial equations, integral equations, among others, linear and nonlinear, in
this last one the integral transforms methodology cannot be used.
The year 1695, can be considered the starting point of non-integer order
calculus, since, for many researches, a possible exchange of letters between
l’Hôpital and Leibniz may have unleashed questions that, from then on,
brought carat researchers of Liouville, Fourier, Euler and Riemann, among
many others, to focus on the topic, some more, some less, but presenting
striking contributions to the study and development of Fractional Calculus.
In 1969, Caputo introduced the integer-order derivative in the integrand
and, due to that, the non-integer order of a constant derivative is zero.
Therefore, all the formulations in that type, that is the non-integer or-
der integral of an integer-order derivative, attend by the name Caputo-type
formulations. Until 1974, the researches in the theme published can be con-
sidered sporadic, because the first international conference with a specific
theme occurred in the University of New Haven, in the State of Connecticut
(EUA). Now, with a research line consolidated, multiple books in the subject
started to be published, as well as in the eighties and nineties decades, vari-
ous researchers around the world made relevant contributions, in particular,
related to possible interpretations of fractional derivatives. It is also from
this period that the symposiums and congresses are consolidated exclusively
to Fractional Calculus, resulting, in the last century, the site FRACALMO
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(http://www.fracalmo.org/), Fractional Calculus Modeling.
In this century, we can assure that the Fractional Calculus is perfectly
consolidated, not only as a research line but also in many centers as gra-
duation and/or postgraduate disciplines, which we understand as an effect
of the effort of many researchers. We can ensure that in all big research
centers we find professionals working with Fractional Calculus.
Finally, for me, it wasn’t different; at the beginning of the nineties de-
cade, I took notice of Professor Mainardi’s research, also a graduated phy-
sician, by a mail that requested me a preprint of a work. We didnt have the
facility of the email, so I responded by sending the preprint, but it didn’t
have a continuation of, for example, joint research, since, until today, it is
of fundamental importance, because it enables the disclosure of the results
in a faster and embracing way. When the opportunity arrives, do not let it
escape, enjoy it.
In the year 2005, I started dedicating myself to Fractional Calculus, not
leaving aside some other collaborations that walked in parallel, until in 2009
occurred the presentation of the first doctorate thesis exclusively about
Fractional Calculus. Since then, there were multiple other orientations, both
at the doctoral level and in master’s theses, culminating with the publishing
of many other results in various specialized journals.
In 2015, the first book of Fractional Calculus was published in Portu-
guese, and in 2019 two others, one of them being a Spanish introduction to
Fractional Calculus, both in collaborations, as well as a book of proposed
and solved exercises. Decidedly when I asked myself about meeting Frac-
tional Calculus, I was already immersed in the topic and would no longer
abandon it.
I conclude by presenting a list of a few references with a brief comment,
for those who wish to enter in the topic, and I guarantee you that there
is much to be done in such a way that each ones meeting with Fractional
Calculus can be, at the very least, gratifying and, why not, unique. I close
by thanking the INTERMATHS team, on behalf of its editor and wishing a
Happy 2022 to everyone. Success!
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